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ABSTRACT      

During solar activity the energy particles of the sun released due to solar flare, Coronal Mass 

Ejections (CMEs), coronal heating as well as sunspot. Solar radio burst will be observed in the 

presence of solar activity such solar flare, CMEs and solar prominence as the indicator for those 

events to happen. During the peak of solar cycle, the filaments are present due to the active magnetic 

field and solar storm’s explosion. This type of solar radio burst normally can be seen in the phase of 

impulsive solar flare. Therefore, it is crucial to understand field line connectivity in flare and the 

access of flare accelerated particle to the earth. In this study, we highlighted on the observation of 

solar radio burst type III on 9
th
 of May at 05:31 UT till 05:44 UT. The event was successfully recoded 

by e-CALLISTO using BLEINSW radio telescope. The Solar Radio Burst Type III that had been 

observed was related to the Coronal Mass Ejections and the mechanisms that trigger the events have 

been discussed. It is shown that the CMEs is believed to happen because of the magnetic filament that 

connected to active region (AR) 2339 was erupted, and combination of two wild filament produced a 

bright CMEs. Fortunately, the expanding cloud does not appear to be heading for earth.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION       

 

Solar activity refers to the phenomena that naturally occur within the outer atmosphere 

of the sun when it magnetically heated. During solar activity the energy particles of the sun 

released due to solar flare, Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs), coronal heating as well as 

sunspot. Solar radio burst will be observed in the presence of solar activity such solar flare, 

CME and solar prominence as the indicator for those events to happen.  

Filaments of the Sun usually appear above sunspots with long and thin appearance. It is 

held in place by powerful magnetic field and surrounded by cold gas. Density of gas in 

filament considerably higher than its surrounding [5]. Since it is cooler, the filaments have a 

dark appearance on the sun as compared to its neighbouring. During the peak of solar cycle 

the filaments are commonly around because of the magnetic field is very active and solar 

storm’s explosion found to be numerous. 

Coronal Mass Ejections is an explosion of the sun’s plasma in the space because of the 

gaps that form no longer the sun’s plasma on its surface, depending on the relative orientation 

of the magnetic field inside the interplanetary CMEs. CME takes several hours to detach itself 

from the Sun and when it does, it can race away more than 7 million miles per hour. The mass 

of CME can be deduced from it excess brightness, after defining as assume volume in which 

the CME is contained [3].  

CMEs rise radiation to astronaut and electronics in space as well as solar flare. It can 

caused quite big impact to our planet since it can bring together charged particle of matter that 

interact with the field surrounding our planet. A CME can produce such following effects; 

electrostatic spacecraft charging, space track errors, spacecraft payload deployment problems, 

surveillance radar errors, electrical power blackout, oil and pipeline corrosion and equipment 

damage [6]. 

Solar radio burst at low frequency is believed to appear in the same layer of where 

energetic particles are accelerated and where coronal mass ejection are launched. It is well 

known that the solar radio burst type III is the most dominant with the solar eruptions 

phenomenon and Giovanille found that type III solar radio burst occurred just after flares 

showed sudden bright expansion [11].  

Solar type III radio burst is a transient burst of radio emission that starts at higher 

frequency and drift to lower frequency as a function of time [8]. This type solar radio burst 

normally is seen in the phase of impulsive solar flare and it is crucial to understand field line 

connectivity in flare and the access of flare accelerated particle to the earth [9]. There are 

three subtypes of type III solar radio burst which are isolated type III burst, complex type III 

burst and type III storm.  

An isolated type III burst from energy system that originate in the interplanetary 

medium and complex type III is a burst due to CME. In this study, the observation of solar 

radio burst type III on 9
th

 of May was related to the Coronal Mass Ejection and the 

mechanism that trigger the events will be analyzed and discussed were discussed in the next 

section.  
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2.  CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS  

 

Theoretically, there are two types of CMEs that had been proposed by R.Schwenn and 

others (1999) which are Gradual Coronal Mass Ejections and Impulsive Mass Ejections. 

Gradual CMEs seemingly formed when prominences and their cavities rise up from below 

coronal streamer. Their leading edges accelerate slowly to speeds in the range 400-600 km/s 

before leaving 30 solar radius. Meanwhile, an impulsive CMEs frequently related to Moreton 

waves on the visible disk. As compared to gradual CMEs speed’s is higher than 750 km/s and 

these CMEs more uniformly across 2-30 solar radius [7]. 

 
 

Figure 1. Categories of CMEs (Hamidi & Shariff, 2014). 

 

 

 

3.  METHODOLOGY  

 

The observation of solar radio burst was done by the Compact Astronomical Low cost, 

Low frequency instrument for Spectroscopy and Transportable Observatory (CALLISTO) and 

this system are used for the better prediction system of the Sun behavior for space weather 

study [11,12]. The CALLISTO spectrometer is a low cost radio spectrometer used to monitor 

metric and decametric radio burst and it comprises three main components which are, a linear 

polarized antenna receiver and control/logging software [13,14]. 
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Figure 2. Basic design of CALLISTOspectrometer (Benz, Monstein, & Meyer, 2004). 
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The data was taken from site at Zurich in frequency range 45 MHz until 870 MHz [1]. 

The observations also were supported by the data from the Large Angle and Spectrometric 

Coronagraph (LASCO) which is one of the instrument aboard the Solar and Heliospheric 

satellite for Coronal Mass Ejection detection [4]. The data of solar radio burst was taken 

within 05:31 UT until 05:44 UT on 9
th

 of May 2015 and further observation was made by 

using the data from LASCO and solarmonitor.org to find the event that related to the solar 

burst. Figure 3 shows the CALLISTO setup at the BLEINS Switzerland. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. CALLISTO system at BLEIN Switzerland (Benz, Monstein, & Meyer, 2004). 

 

 

4.  RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

The observations are focusing on Solar Radio Burst III at BLENSW and Coronal Mass 

Ejections that occurred during the burst.  

On 9
th

 May, the SRBT III happens for two times with the time interval between one 

another is 9 minutes. The first SRB is single type III which occurred for less than 1 minutes 

within 05:31 UT to 05.32 UT. Then it is followed by complex SRBT III which occurred 

within 05:41 UT to 05:42 UT for approximately 1 minute. Proton density and the 

interplanetary magnetic field of the Sun are quite high during the day which are 4.1 

protons/cm
3
 and 7.5 nT respectively. Meanwhile, the solar wind speed is 367.5 km/s which is 

only a medium speed. 
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Figure 4. Single and Complex Solar Radio Burst Type  III on  9
th
 May 2015. 
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Figure 5. Image of CME on 9th May 2015 (credit to CACTus). 
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Figure 6(b). Active region 12339 (Credit to Solar Monitor).          

 

 
    

Figure 6(b). Velocity of CMEs on 9
th
 of May 2015 (Credit to CACTus). 
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It was found that the burst caused by a big CME which is categorized as impulsive 

CME due to its high average velocity which is 2000 km/s with the height of 6.8 Rs. Besides 

based on the GEOS X-ray flux data it shows that there was C- class of flare up to C5.0 class 

during the day. This confirm that it was a flare- related and an impulsive CME. The CME 

occurs just about 2 hours before the detection of the SRB. This CME is believed to happen 

because of the magnetic filament that connected to active region (AR) 2339 was erupted then 

combination of two wild filament produced a bright CME. The good news is the expanding 

cloud does not appear to be heading for earth [15-23]. 

 

 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

 

High class of solar flare is believed to initiate the big eruption called CME. This event 

occurred due to the eruption of magnetic filament that connected to the AR 2339. 

Interestingly, the combination of two wild filaments afterwards make in becoming an 

impulsive CME. An impulsive CME that appear seemed to have a very fast average speed of 

2000 km/s with high proton density and interplanetary magnetic field. Fortunately, this event 

does not cause major impact on the earth since the eruption do not facing to the earth.  
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